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Photoluminescence (PL) and time-resolved PL measurements have been carried out in the quaternary Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N epilayers grown by using pulsed metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(PMOCVD). PMOCVD-grown AlInGaN layers show a strong blueshift and linewidth broadening of
the emission band with excitation power density, and the PL decay time increases with decreasing
emission energy. These results are characteristic of localized carrier/exciton recombination, which
is beneficial for strong spontaneous emission for ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The
obtained properties indicate that quaternary AlInGaN is a promising material for UV applications
and especially that the PMOCVD process is a useful method for fabricating the active region of a
deep UV LED.
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(PMOCVD) could be attributed to recombination of carriers/excitons localized at band-tail states. Huang et al.
[9] also reported that the photoluminescence (PL) emissions of AlInGaN alloy resulted from localized exciton recombination related to the quantum nanostructures. Although there are many reports on optical investigations
of quaternary AlInGaN systems, the emission mechanisms of this quaternary alloy are still not fully understood. Therefore, we used excitation-power-dependent
PL and emission-energy-dependent time-resolved PL
technique to study the carrier recombination dynamics
of quaternary Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N layers grown by using
PMOCVD and conventional MOCVD processes.

I. INTRODUCTION
III-nitride-based deep ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) require the use of ternary Alx Ga1−x N or
quaternary Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N layers in the active region
of the device [1–3]. The use of Alx Ga1−x N has been
shown to lead to a severe degradation of the device properties because of excessive stresses and polarization effects [4,5]. In order to overcome some of the shortcomings of AlGaN, quaternary AlInGaN has been used for
the active region of deep UV LEDs because it can provide a better lattice and thermal match to GaN [1,2,6].
Therefore, the use of a quaternary alloy in the multilayered structures should decrease dislocation density.
Recently, several groups have reported some research
results on the epitaxial growth and the properties of quaternary AlInGaN [6–13]. Tamulaitis et al. [13] suggested
that the luminescence comes from a band-to-band transition in AlInGaN alloys. While Chen et al. [11] demonstrated that the luminescence from AlInGaN layers
grown by pulsed metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
∗ E-mail:

II. EXPERIMENT
The quaternary Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N samples used in
this study were grown on (0001)-oriented sapphire substrates by using a vertical-flow low-pressure MOCVD
reactor. A 1-µm-thick intrinsic GaN epilayer was first
deposited on the sapphire substrate with a 25-nm-thick
low-temperature AlN buffer layer by using a conven-
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Table 1. Growth cell conditions and PL results of Alx Iny
Ga1−x−y N layers grown by using the PMOCVD process.
The sample C1 was grown by using an optimal conventional
MOCVD process.
Samples
P1
P2
P3
P4
C1

Unit cells
(101)
(111)
(131)
(211)
conventional

PL peak positions
3.739 eV
3.664 eV
3.563 eV
3.848 eV
3.659 eV

tional low-pressure MOCVD process. The PMOCVD
process for the Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N layers was carried out
at 750 ◦ C. The group-III precursors (Al, In, and Ga)
were pulsed, and the group-V precursor flow (NH3 )
was kept constant throughout the growth process. The
unit growth cell consisting of the group-III precursor pulses was repeated to build up the quaternary
Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N layer thickness. The number of Al, In,
and Ga pulses in the unit growth cell determined the
alloy composition, and the number of unit growth cell
repeats controlled the layer thickness. The respective
pulse lengths for trimethyl-aluminum (TMA), triethylgallium (TEGa), and trimethyl-indium (TMIn) were 3,
6, and 6 s, respectively. The interruption time between
two metalorganic pulses was kept at 6 s for all three precursors. A typical unit growth cell for the PMOCVD
process can be found elsewhere [11]. We refer to the resulting Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N layer as the (1Al(3), 2 In(6),
1 Ga(6))100 , or simply as a (121)100 layer, where the
subscript 100 denotes the number of unit cell repeats.
In order to explain the effects of indium (In) incorporation in AlInGaN materials and the PMOCVD process
as a useful procedure for fabricating the active region
of deep UV-LEDs, we studied several AlInGaN samples
with different unit growth cell configurations (different
compositions) grown by using PMOCVD and compared
them with AlInGaN samples grown by using an optimal
conventional MOCVD process.
The PL spectra of the quaternary AlInGaN layers
were measured at room temperature and 10 K by using a pulsed excimer laser (λ = 193 nm, τ = 8 ns) as
an excitation source. The luminescence was analyzed
in the backscattering geometry by using a monochromator (SPEX550) with a UV-enhanced charge-coupleddevice array detector. To study the emission recombination dynamics, we performed time-resolved PL measurements by using a time-correlated single-photon counting system with a time resolution better than 20 ps
[12]. The excitation source was a picosecond modelocked Ti:sapphire laser pumped by a frequency-doubled
Nd:Vanadate (Nd:YVO4 ) laser. The output laser pulses,
about 3 ps at a repetition rate of 3.8 MHz, were frequency
tripled (λ = 273 nm) by using a nonlinear crystal.

Fig. 1. Room-temperature PL spectra of Alx Iny Ga1−x−y N
layers with different unit cell growth configurations. The sample C1 was grown by using a conventional MOCVD process,
and the others were grown by using the PMOCVD method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The room-temperature PL spectra of the Alx Iny
Ga1−x−y N layers measured under the same excitation
conditions are shown in Fig. 1. A series of AlInGaN
layers with different compositions were obtained by using different unit growth cell configurations, that is, by
changing the number of aluminum, indium, and gallium
precursor pulses. Table 1 lists the growth conditions and
the PL peak positions for the AlInGaN samples shown
in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 and Table 1, for the PMOCVDgrown AlInGaN layers, the addition of In redshifts the
PL peak positions and strongly enhances the PL intensity. This can be accomplished by increasing the numbers
of In pulses in the unit cell. Note that the increase of the
PL intensity is not linear with In content for a given number of Al and Ga pulses in the unit cell. The sample P3
with a unit cell (131) has the strongest emission intensity
with an In content about 3 %. On the other hand, for the
samples with the same numbers of In and Ga pulses, the
PL intensity decreases with increasing Al contents. For
comparison, the PL spectrum of the AlInGaN (sample
C1) grown by using an optimal conventional MOCVD
process at 820 ◦ C is also shown in Fig. 1. The PL intensity of sample C1 is significantly weaker than that of
sample P2 grown by using PMOCVD technique.
Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the PL spectra of the AlInGaN epilayers grown by using PMOCVD and conventional MOCVD, respectively, as functions of the excitation power density (Iexc ) at 10 K. As Iexc increases from
2.1 × 10−4 I0 (I0 = ∼2 MW/cm2 ) to I0 , the PL peak position of the PMOCVD-grown AlInGaN epilayer (sample
P2) shifts from 3.66 to 3.73 eV (∼70-meV blueshift). The
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission
peak for sample P2 increases from 86 to 139 meV with
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Fig. 2. PL spectra taken at 10 K for the quaternary AlInGaN layers grown by using (a) PMOCVD and (b) conventional
MOCVD as functions of the excitation power density. All spectra are normalized and shifted vertically for clarity.

increasing Iexc . The blueshift and the FWHM broadening of the PL emission band for the PMOCVD-grown
AlGaN epilayer (sample P1) are about 50 and 21 meV,
respectively, as Iexc increases (not shown here). For
conventional MOCVD-grown AlInGaN epilayers (sample C1), with increasing Iexc from 1.9 × 10−4 I0 to I0 ,
the emission peak shifts from 3.69 to 3.72 eV (∼30-meV
blueshift), and the FWHM increases from 94 to 124 meV,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). Unlike ternary AlGaN samples
grown by using PMOCVD, the emission peak energies of
the AlGaN sample grown by using conventional MOCVD
do not show any blueshift with excitation power density
(not shown here) [14].
The blueshift of the PL peak energy and the FWHM
broadening of the emission band in alloy bulk materials
with increasing Iexc can be explained by using band filling of band-tail states caused by spatial potential fluctuations due to alloy compositional disorder [15]. Therefore,
the above results indicate the presence of band-tail states
in quaternary AlInGaN samples grown by using both
PMOCVD and conventional MOCVD and in ternary AlGaN sample grown by using PMOCVD. In addition, incorporation of In into the AlInGaN material in order
to fabricate high-quality epilayers with strong UV emission creates more band-tail states, which cause a stronger
excitation-induced blueshift and a larger FWHM broadening of the PL spectra for the AlInGaN epilayer than of
those for the AlGaN epilayer. As Fig. 1 and 2 show, the
PL intensity, blueshift, and FWHM broadening of the
emission band for the sample P2 are much larger than
those for sample C1. These results indicate that the
quaternary samples grown by using PMOCVD at 750

◦

C have more inhomogeneous surfaces (band-tail states)
than the AlInGaN samples grown by using conventional
MOCVD at 820 ◦ C. The lower growth temperature of
750 ◦ C may lead to the formation of band-tail states in
Al(In)GaN materials grown by using PMOCVD.
The emission-energy dependence of the PL decay profiles in the quaternary AlInGaN is shown in Fig. 3. As
the emission photon energies increases, the PL decay becomes faster. The decay contains a fast and a slow component; thus, it can be described by a two-exponential
function, I(t) = A1 exp(−t/τ1 ) + A2 exp(−t/τ2 ), where
τ1 and τ2 are the fast and the slow decay times, respectively, and A1 and A2 are the contributions of the corresponding parts to the PL intensity. With increasing
photon energy from 3.58 to 3.69 eV, τ1 for sample P2
decreases steadily from 0.64 to 0.33 ns, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). For sample C1, τ1 decreases from
0.79 to 0.41 ns as the photon energy increases from 3.52
to 3.76 eV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(b). On the
other hand, τ2 is almost constant for both samples in
the spectral range from 3.52 to 3.61 eV and then decreases as the photon energy increases up to 3.76 eV, as
shown in Fig. 4. The fast decay component τ1 may be
related to defects. The dependence of τ1 on the emission
energy suggests that the energy level of the impurities
involved in this transition may have a distribution, together with alloy disorder. A similar behavior has been
reported for InGaN systems [16–20], in which the fast PL
decay was assigned to nonradiative recombination and
carrier capture at trap centers whereas the slow component was attributed to radiative recombination of the
localized states.
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Fig. 3. PL decay profiles of AlInGaN epilayers as functions of the emission photon energy measured at 10 K: (a) sample P2
grown by using PMOCVD and (b) sample C1 grown by using conventional MOCVD.

Fig. 4. Decay time τ2 for AlInGaN epilayers as functions
of the emission photon energy at 10 K. The sample P2 (open
circles) was grown by using PMOCVD, and the sample C1
(closed circles) was grown by using conventional MOCVD.

Fig. 4 shows the slow decay time τ2 for sample P2
(open circles) and sample C2 (closed circles) as functions of the emission photon energy in the range from
3.52 to 3.76 eV. The PL decay time depends strongly on
the emission photon energy, as shown in Fig. 4. The
decay time τ2 for sample P2 is unchanged or decreases
(∼9.5 ns) slightly in the spectral range from 3.54 to 3.58
eV, and then decreases rapidly from 8.82 to 1.20 ns with
increasing photon energy from 3.59 to 3.76 eV. The sample C1 shows a similar behavior with photon energy. In
the energy range from 3.52 to 3.61 eV, τ2 is almost con-

stant (∼5.2 ns) and decreases steadily from 4.45 to 2.22
ns as the photon energy increases from 3.62 to 3.76 eV.
The emission-energy dependence of τ2 can be interpreted
as being due to a recombination of excitons/carriers localized at band-tail states caused by compositional fluctuations. Note that the decay rate of localized carriers/excitons is expressed by a radiative recombination
rate plus a relaxation rate from higher energy states to
lower energy states, e.g., band-tail states. The relaxation rate depends strongly on the density of the final
lower-energy states and, thus, should decrease with photon energy if the final states density is lowered. The
decay time of sample C1 is faster than that of sample
P2, and saturates faster than that of sample P2. The
increase of decay time of sample P2 may be caused by
an increase of carrier/exciton localization energy [21,22].

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the PL and time-resolved PL of
AlInGaN quaternary layers grown by using PMOCVD.
The PL intensity of the quaternary AlInGaN layers increases with In content while it decreases with Al content. The luminescence of quaternary AlInGaN is attributed to a recombination of carriers/excitons localized
at band-tail states. The emission enhancement observed
from the indium compound can be attributed to localized
states or to quantum-dot-like structures originating from
compositional fluctuations [7, 15–18]. The PMOCVDgrown AlInGaN layers exhibit a stronger PL intensity, a
larger blueshift, and a larger FWHM broadening with
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increasing excitation density, and a faster decay time
with increasing emission energy than the conventionalMOCVD-grown AlInGaN sample. These results indicate
that PMOCVD-grown AlInGaN layers have more bandtail states than conventional MOCVD-grown quaternary
layers, which is beneficial to obtain strong spontaneous
emission. Therefore, the PMOCVD process is a useful
approach for fabricating the quaternary AlInGaN active
regions of deep UV-LEDs.
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